Resolution: RU 486

Whereas RU 486, a major new drug, is both an anti-glucocorticoid and anti-progesterone steroid that has many potential benefits for society; and

Whereas RU 486 is an effective treatment for Cushing's syndrome; it has shown effective activity in the treatment of some types of breast cancer; it has been used in France as a safe, effective method for the termination of early pregnancy; and there is suggestive activity for its value in the treatment of endometriosis and difficult deliveries; and

Whereas a hostile political climate has discouraged Roussel Uclaf, the French manufacturer of RU 486, from seeking a license to market the compound in the United States; and

Whereas the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has imposed an import alert on RU 486; and

Whereas AAAS is committed to freedom of scientific inquiry and the advancement of modern technology;

Be it resolved that AAAS encourages pharmaceutical companies and the FDA to make RU 486 and related agents available for further research and use as medically indicated.

Resolution: Population Growth

Whereas AAAS, being the principal organization of scientists in the United States, is composed of members concerned with broad issues of human welfare, scientific research, and public policy; and

Whereas in 1960 the AAAS Board supported a statement on overpopulation, signed by Nobel laureates and distinguished scientists, for submission to the United Nations; and

Whereas in 1972 the Council of AAAS adopted a resolution calling for substantial increases in support of scientific research on the problems associated with human reproduction; and

Whereas AAAS is concerned that continued rapid growth of the human population contributes directly to human suffering throughout the planet, impedes sustainable economic development, increases international tensions, and exacerbates environmental degradation that endangers the survival of the human and many other species; and

Whereas the 1990 Institute of Medicine report on Developing New Contraceptives: Obstacles and Opportunities indicates that research in the field continues to require significant support; and

Whereas the AAAS recognizes that some U.S. government policies concerning population problems and fertility control are contrary to the positions previously taken by AAAS, in lacking support for voluntary fertility control programs, in general, and for the United Nations Population Fund (UNPF), in particular; and

Whereas since voluntary contraceptive options cannot be achieved for all couples who wish them without committing the resources of American science and technology to the common goals of improving reproductive technology, encouraging and protecting contraceptive development, and avoiding unwanted pregnancy by safe and legal means;

Be it resolved that continuing in its historic role, AAAS calls upon the Executive and Legislative branches of the U.S. government to provide additional population/family planning funding for domestic and international contraceptive research efforts, specifically those of the National Institutes of Health, of the U.S. Agency for International Development, and the World Health Organization.

Resolution: Environmental Research and Training

Whereas support for environmental research and training and their incorporation into public policy must be regarded as seriously as corresponding activities in the field of human health; and

Whereas a solid scientific basis is essential for effective programs to protect the environment; and

Whereas there is a need in the United States for a coordinated national program to support fundamental and applied environmental research encompassing a wide variety of disciplines aimed at understanding, preventing, and solving environmental problems; and

Whereas such research is presently uncoordinated and largely underfunded;

Be it resolved that AAAS calls for the development and funding of institutional mechanisms to support the full range of research, training, and education needed to understand and address our environmental problems; to increase coordination among the various sciences and appropriate government and other institutions in addressing environmental problems; and to ensure more effective incorporation of scientific information into the public policy process.

Resolution: Biodiversity

Whereas biological information is critically important for the understanding and protection of our nation's diversity; and

Whereas governmental agencies and citizens have need for biological and especially systematic and ecological information to meet their obligations to protect biological diversity; and

Whereas biological survey activities in the United States are piecemeal and there is little incentive for scientists and their institutions to perform such activities despite their importance to environmental policy; and

Whereas a National Center for Biological Diversity would provide critical biological data to enhance larger databases about the environment, and should be developed in coordination with them; and

Whereas federal legislation has been introduced that would create a National Center for Biological Diversity that will draw together sources of information on biological diversity, support research to fill gaps in that information, commission and publish guides, keys, and faunal/floral and microbial surveys for public uses, and communicate information to policymakers and conservation organizations;

Be it resolved that AAAS supports the concept of a national center for biological diversity as a data coordination and information center, urges that it be developed in coordination with other environmental databases, and encourages other scientists to support such initiatives that more fully incorporate biological information into the public policy process.
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